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Abstract
Brain science is still in adolescence [doi:10.4249/scholarpedia.8040]. Indeed, the
mechanisms that govern critical features of brain function, for example learning or
memory are still under debate. While a lot is known about the properties and
functions of neurons, the concepts for translating the data from the micro level to
the macro level and vice-verse, are still uncertain.
Contrary to physics, that is built on formal theories embedded in universal laws,
rendering particulars and details unnecessary; in biology, particular cases are still
relevant.
We claim for a shift towards a science of complexity able to deal with
complex structures like human brains and their functioning.

A new framework for place
and grid cells

The main objective of this work is the introduction of a theoretical foundation for
neuroscience based on mathematical structures to enable the transition of cognitive
science from its current heterogeneous state into a rigorous, systematic and
convergent scientific endeavor.
The sciences of the complex, using mathematical methods, provide provable knowledge about
the real world, this is due to the fact that mathematics principally deals with structure.
Concepts from Category Theory like colimit or functor are proposed as universal tools that
should be applied to the different levels of organization of the brain. Brain structure modeling
will be sketched under this categorical outlook. The time is ripe for the new systemic and
mathematical brain sciences.

A new framework for place and
grid cells based on category
theory

Towards a theory of
declarative memory based on
category theory

How does the mind represent physical
space?. This is a question that has
kept philosophers busy for centuries.
In 1975, O’Keefe and Nadel, discovered the
place cells in the hippocampus of
the rat.

Place cells code the Cartesian position
The place cells code explicit (no contextual)
locations in the environment.
The region in which a place cell fires the most is
called place field.
Granted that place cells are correlated to space,
the question that arises is: Are the place cells the
only neurons correlated to space?

The colimit is the mathematical structure that allow us to
encode the emergence of place field and the relationship
between grid fields.

Grid cells
Grid cells, likewise place cells, are placemodulated neurons.
The firing location of a grid cell is multiple, contrary
to the place cells which are mono field.
The multiple firing location of a grid cell is indeed a
grid with a most striking property, it is an array of
equilateral triangles.

When the coordinated activity of a group grid cells produce a
place cell, this is a colimit and it is unique. But given a place
cell, its place field cannot be uniquely identified determined by
a group of grid cells, several grid fields are possible for that
place field.

The old Kant was
correct, the concept of
distance or metric
actually is embedded
in our neuronal tissue
as the grid cells show.

• The 70's was the decade of the place cells, neurons that
discharge when the rat is in a particular position.
• In the 80's head direction cells, neurons that discharge
significantly whenever the rat's head changes direction
• Since 2005 we have been in the grid cell era.
• Yet the underlying nature of the cognitive map remains
elusive

Conclusions
The goal is not to obtain an all-encompassing theory (or
at least not at first!)
Complex systems needs of multiple views. We need to
enrich the theoretical context in neuroscience
Creative act: not just to apply existing theories but the
ability to create new theories that structurally match
biological organisation and dynamics
To equate theoretical neuroscience with computations is
due to the wrong assumption that the principles are
already known.
The main task in to discover those fundamental
Principles or Laws.

